
  

  

Abstract—In order to detect copyright infringement that 

contents are shared illegally on Tor network, traffic has been 

collected and analyzed efficiently. A Tor traffic collection 

system has been designed and implemented using multiple 

virtual machines. A number of virtual machines and Mini PC’s 

are used as clients to connect the Tor network, and collection 

and refinement processes in the traffic collection server have 

automated through script-based test client software. The client 

PCs that make up the system collect and refine traffic through 

the C & C server, and share and store the collected traffic using 

the CIFS protocol. Through this system, only Tor network 

traffic and necessary field data can be stored, and the 

performance of recognizing and refining Tor traffic only is 

achieved more the 95%. The collected traffic will be used for 

research such as ‘Traffic Pattern Analysis’ and ‘Traffic 

Fingerprinting’. 

 
Index Terms—Tor network, virtual machine, traffic 

collection, refining.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. The Concept of Tor Network 

Tor(The Onion Routing) is a technology designed to use 

the Internet without exposing the IP address of the user’s 

origin and destination. Currently, it is communicating by 

encrypting and transmitting IP and packets over the 

thousands of unspecified relay nodes. Unlike a normal Web 

site, on Tor network it provides services called ‘Hidden 

Service’ to users. It uses ‘.onion’ address and only can be 

accessed by using Tor browser. When connecting to a Web 

site using Tor browser, it relays at least three relay nodes 

(Entry Node, Relay Node, Exit Node). When accessing the 

Hidden Service, it relays at least six relay nodes then accesses 

corresponding destination [1]. When accessing the hidden 

service, users can know IP address of three relay nodes 

passing through the first, but can not know the IP address of 

three relay nodes passing through the second. Likewise, the 

IP address of the first relay node connected to the server can 

be known from hidden service, but the IP address of the three 

relay nodes connected to the user to access the hidden service 

can not be known. For this reason, the directory server’s role 

is connecting to three relay nodes passing through the second, 

and the point at which the three nodes meet is called as a 

“Rendezvous Node”. Since the nodes can encrypt the 

received data with their own key and can not know that both 

connection and server pass through which nodes, Tor 
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network is guaranteed to be anonymous and difficult to trace 

[2]-[4]. 

Tor network is estimated to be connected to an average of 

hundreds of thousands of users per day [5]. Tor network, 

which acts as a network, is very dynamic and easy for anyone 

to participate in and provides resources to other users. Thus, 

network delays due to network layer and capacity distribution 

problems caused by Tor's use of clients. Some studies suggest 

that when you connect to a website or hidden service using 

Tor network, it takes about four seconds to wait [6]. As a 

result, some users are tolerant of Tor's low performance due 

to national censorship, but most users are dissatisfied with 

this low performance [7]. 

B. Problems and Research Contents 

Since Tor network can hide identity of users or service 

provider, it is being exploited for illegal transactions such as 

drugs and weapons, and its usage rate is rapidly increasing. In 

addition to illegal transaction, such as drugs and weapons, the 

piracy and distribution of content, which is an issue recently, 

is also increasing. Since using the Tor network which is an 

anonymous network leads to these problems, copyright 

infringement cases are occurring. So, it is one of problem that 

being new channel to illegally distribute contents. In the 

future, the copyright infringement case, which is an illegal 

sharing contents on Tor network, become serious. Tor 

network needs technology to detect copyright infringement. 

As a technique for detecting copyright infringement 

occurring on the Tor network, traffic fingerprinting 

technology and Tor network traffic analysis may be used 

[8]-[11]. In addition to these technologies, it will be possible 

to detect copyright infringement by analyzing the hidden 

services itself. Detecting copyright infringement using these 

techniques requires a technique for efficiently collecting Tor 

network traffic. The collected traffic is likely to contain 

information from the Tor network as well as other traffic. If 

other traffic is included, inaccurate results can occur when 

that traffic is analyzed. Therefore, a technology that extracts 

and refines traffic related with only the Tor network from 

collected traffic is needed. And this technology requires high 

performance. 

In this paper, the purpose is collecting a large amount of 

Tor network traffic efficiently for the prior study to detect 

copyright infringement. First, using module for collection 

and the system configuration for collecting Tor traffic and the 

database design for saving traffic is explained. Second, utility 

traffic filtering method developed for automation collection 

system is explained. Third, this concludes with performance 

evaluation and conclusion. Finally, this paper concludes by 

briefly introducing a plan for conducting research to detect 

copyright infringement. 
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II. TOR TRAFFIC COLLECTION PROCESS 

A. Tor Traffic Collection System 

 

 
Fig. 1. Tor network traffic collection system configuration. 

 

Fig. 1 shows schematic diagram of equipment prepared to 

collect Tor traffic. 

In order to prevent traffic to be blocked from firewalls, 

IDS, and IPS, a separate Tor network traffic collection 

network was constructed, and a virtual machine PC was 

installed with Xen Server v7.5 OS. 20 virtual machines 

operating independently as Ubuntu v16.04 TLS were 

installed and were used as client to connect to Tor network. 

Also, same OS on the 5 Mini PC was installed to solve the 

problem that can be occurred with virtual machines and was 

used as client. Each virtual machine and Mini PC is assigned 

a private IP within our established network, and connect to 

the Tor network. At that time, first entry node of connecting 

Tor network is classified by category in consideration of 

bandwidth and speed. 

Traffic collection server collectively controls the virtual 

machines in the virtual PC and Mini PCs, and sends 

commands such as node setting and traffic collection to the 

virtual machines connected to the Tor network to collect 

traffic. First method to collect traffic is that each virtual 

machines collect traffic and convey it to traffic collection 

server. Second method is that collect whole traffic of all 

virtual machines by connecting the traffic collection server to 

the switch mirroring port. 

B. Database Design for Storage Traffic 

Tor traffic data collected using traffic collection system 

was refined and stored only for necessary fields to be used for 

future feature point research [12]. Fig. 2 shows the structure 

of data table which can store refined traffic data. The pcap 

files stored in traffic collection server through virtual 

machines were converted to csv data only necessary fields 

and stored in PostgreSQL database. 

PostgreSQL is one of the powerful RDBMS 

(object-relational database system) that uses and extends 

SQL language. Also, PostgreSQL is open source program. 

This PostgreSQL is known for its proven architecture, 

reliability, data integrity, enhanced feature set, scalability, 

and commitment from the open source community. 

PostgreSQL includes many features to help administrators 

protect data integrity, build fault-tolerant environments, and 

manage data at any size. In addition, using its own GUI 

program called PGADMIN, anyone can easily search and 

visualize database structure or database contents search 

without making complicated query. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Tor network traffic data table definition. 

 

The Traffic Data table shows summary information of 

traffic data based on specific virtual machine or hidden 

service.  

The Packet table can store and search time of collectable 

traffic, MAC, IP, Port, packet length when connect one time 

to specific hidden service. 

The Hidden Service table stores address of hidden service 

which distribute illegal contents on Tor network. The 

Category table can search hidden services that distribute 

illegal contents by type. Finally, the Client table stores each 

virtual machine’s information. And which node and the node 

information is used by a particular virtual machine can be inquired. 

C. Using Software Module for Traffic Collection 

Tor packages (torify, torsocks), wget, Tshark module were 

installed on virtual machine and were used for traffic 

collection. 

Torify module, the most basically and simple Tor wrapper 

in the system, called torsocks using specific configure 

file(change Entry Node modifying /etc/tor/torrc file).  

Torsock module uploaded libtorsocks.so library on bash 

using FD_PRELOAD environment variable. And the bash 

conducted encryption communication using Tor. In this 

paper’s traffic collection process, a method that connect to 

Tor network calling torsocks instead of Tor Browser was 

used because Tor Browser consume lots of client’s resource. 

Wget module was a software that fetches contents from 

web server and supports download using HTTP, HTTPS, 

FTP protocol. 

Tshark module was a software that filters copy of packet 

and sent it to kernel subsystem every time when network 

driver received network packet and stores libpcap file format. 

D. Utility Development for Traffic Collection and 

Refinement 

Tshark module was installed on every virtual machine, 

Mini PC, and traffic collection server to collect Tor network 

traffic. Also, to collect traffic with stable speed and delay fix 

high bandwidth node refer to Tor Network 

Status(https://torstatus,.blutmagie.de) as Entry Node [13]. 

(modify /etc/tor/torrc file) Nodes have been configured in 

every client, the Tshark module starts collecting packet. 
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Tshark module sets the IP and ORPort of Entry Node in 

CaptureFilter like Fig. 3 as a filtering option before collecting 

packet because Tshark module perform packet collection and 

refinement simultaneously [14]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Traffic collection and filtering using Tshark. 

 

CaptureFilter filters and sends packet to the dumpcap 

according to the filtering option set at the time of collection, 

then this dumpcap stores received packet in the virtual 

machine storage space in libpcap file format. Collecting and 

refining all the network traffic of virtual machine without 

filtering option gives a lot of CPU load because it has to copy 

all the packets from the kernel space to the dumpcap of the 

user space (context switching) when collecting [15]. So, we 

copy only Tor network traffic from kernel space to user space 

using CaptureFilter without separating collection process and 

filtering process specially. In this paper, collection and 

refinement process is developed as one shell script. And this 

shell script operate at virtual machine and Mini PC. 

 

III. COLLECTION SYSTEM AUTOMATION AND PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 

 

 
Fig. 4. Script-based test client software configuration diagram. 

 

In this paper, Collecting server was developed that looks 

like C&C (Command &Control) collectively manage and 

command multiple virtual machine and Mini PCs connected 

to the Tor network. Fig. 4 shows operating process and 

configuration. 

Using client program that establish traffic collecting server 

between more than 20 Virtual machines and Mini PCs 

connect and grant access and understand command can do 

many things. First, it can change torrc file which allows to 

change Entry Node and Exit Node. Second, using torify 

module and wget module can connect Tor network and 

download web page. Third, the Tshark module can collect 

and refine Tor network traffic at the same time as the Tor 

network connection and downloading web site process. 

Finally, traffic collection server program was developed that 

can covert from the pcap formatted file stored in Tor network 

traffic to csv formatted time series data, and converted csv 

formatted data was saved to PostgreSQL database. The role 

of each program is as follows. 

1) setup.sh  

Control the torrc file with a script that can change the 

EntryNode and ExitNode(Specify the fingerprint value that 

identifies the Node). 

2) ip_addr.csv  

Enter the internal IP address of the virtual machine to 

perform the operation. 

3) onion_addr.csv  

Enter the hidden service (Onion address) on the Tor 

network to collect traffic. 

4) client.py  

Run client.py on each virtual machine and Mini PC, and 

waits for it to perform the command operation from the 

traffic collection server. (Listening state) 

5) command.py  

When the traffic collection server enters the server.py, the 

virtual machines execute the following:  

capture.sh connects to the Tor network through the torify 

module and downloads the hidden service page via wget. At 

the same time, the Tshark module is used to execute the Tor 

network traffic collection and refinement script. When the 

traffic collection is completed in the virtual machine, the 

traffic is stored in the traffic collection server through the 

CIFS share. 

6) server.py  

Run server.py on the traffic collection server and instruct 

the virtual machines that run client.py to operate. It sends the 

command written in command.py to the virtual machines 

entered in ‘ip.addr.csv’ targeting the hidden service entered 

in ‘onion_addr.csv’ to collect traffic. 

7) pcap2csv.py  

Convert the traffic file (.pcap) stored in the traffic 

collection server to csv format data. 

Through the test client software based on script, the 

collection process was able to be automated. In a single time, 

more than 10,000 packets were able to be stored on average. 

Then more than 95% performance of recognizing and 

refining Tor traffic only could be achieved. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN 

Since the identity of user or service provider is hidden, Tor 

network is used to illegal trade of drug or weapons, even 

though circulation of illegal distribution of contents, which is 

increasing the problem of copyright infringement due to 

illegal copy distribution. 

In this paper, Collection process automation has been 

shown through Tor traffic collection system using multiple 

virtual machine, saving only Tor network traffic with high 

refinement rate, and storing necessary field data to database. 

As a future plan, first, a hidden service execution server 

will be developed for test. A server that can execute both web 

service and hidden service in the Google Cloud Platform VM 

instance will be constructed. Then difference of traffic will be 

analyzed and method to infer the hidden service’s content 

through traffic of web service will be studied. The reason of 

constructing server in the Google Cloud Platform VM 

instance is that it can use different public IP than the virtual 

machines IP in the traffic collection system. Difference of 

traffic will be collected according to Relay Node which is 
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changed by IP changing because the platform itself can 

flexibly change the public IP. 

Second, it is a consideration of the difference of the traffic 

according to fixing Entry Node and using module and the 

time of collection. In the previous study, selecting Entry 

Node was fixed and wget module was used and traffic was 

collected until the contents of the connected page were all 

loaded. However, users who use real Tor Browser never fix 

Entry Node and use wget module. So Study about difference 

of traffic between outgoing previous collecting traffic and 

traffic collected by using Tor Browser will be conducted 

[16]. 

Third, the wget and torigy-modules are currently used to 

collect traffic. But the actual Tor Browser Bundle will be 

used to collect traffic and compare the collected traffic. The 

reason of collecting traffic using Tor Browser Bundle, there 

may be differences between the traffic collected using torify 

modules and the traffic collected using the Tor Browser 

Bundle. To do this research, the Tor Browser will be needed 

to be manipulated and traffic about specific hidden service 

will be collected. 

Finally, research about traffic pattern analysis, feature 

point analysis using machine learning, traffic active 

fingerprinting, and passive fingerprinting using collected 

traffic will be conducted. 
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